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The new Clean + Planet Pos itive ensures  products  are made with clean ingredients  and that brands  are actively working towards  bettering the
planet. Image credit: Sephora

 
By NORA HOWE

LVMH-owned beauty retailer Sephora is expanding on its sustainability efforts by introducing a new Clean + Planet
Positive label for brands that meet certain clean and environmental standards.

Building off its  Clean at Sephora program, the new Clean + Planet Positive subcategory includes brands that aim to
change the beauty landscape and the planet. To earn the Clean + Planet Positive seal, brands must be Clean at
Sephora-approved and must prove efforts toward sustainable sourcing, responsible packaging and donating to
environmental causes.

Clean + Planet Positive
By introducing the Clean + Planet Positive label, Sephora is ensuring a product uses clean ingredients, is  committed
to the climate, sources sustainably, uses responsible packaging and gives back to environmental efforts.

Clean at Sephora-approved products are formulated without phthalates, formaldehyde or formaldehyde releasers,
oxybenzone and octinoxate, hydroquinone, triclosan, coal tar, methylisothiazolinone, insoluble plastic or micro-
beads ingredients that are known or suspected to be potentially harmful to human health and/or the environment.
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A post shared by Sephora (@sephora)

Sephora is further emphasizing sustainable beauty

The "formulated without" list does not guarantee 100 percent "free-from" since trace contaminants are possible. It is
not the intention of Clean at Sephora to test for trace contaminants or guarantee 100 percent free-from, but the
company encourages its brands to engage in thorough contaminant testing of raw materials and final formulas.

To earn the additional "Planet Positive" distinction, brands must meet at least one of the following climate goals:
carbon-neutral operations, greenhouse gas emissions reduction, or corporate office and owned or leased
operations powered by 100 percent renewable energy.

Additionally, brands must be cruelty-free, using only sustainably harvested palm oil and mica, not using micro-
plastics and up to Sephora's CBD standards.

Brands must reduce, recycle and reimagine the way they package, meaning single-use items and unnecessary
materials are prohibited. Sephora suggests brands should innovate with refillable components, post-consumer
recycled content (PCR), biomaterials and plant-based ink.

So far, 18 brands  fashion Sephora's  new Clean + Planet Pos itive label. Image credit: Sephora

Finally, "Clean + Planet Positive" brands must donate at least 1 percent of profit to a high-impact, long-term giving
program that is multiyear and ongoing or be a Certified B-corporation.

The Clean + Planet Positive initiative launched on July 22 with 18 brands, including: Youth to the People, Biossance,
Caudalie, Sephora Collection, Farmacy and Tata Harper. The Clean at Sephora initiative also now includes more
than 75 brands.

Sustainable beauty
As consumer interest in environmentally-friendly brands continues to grow, beauty companies are shifting business
strategies to become more sustainable.

Beauty group Este Lauder Companies unveiled new sustainability goals in January, specific to its travel retail unit.

By the end of the fiscal year 2023, the group plans to achieve net-zero carbon emissions for transportation to travel
retail customers.
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In terms of packaging, plastic film-wrap will be removed from travel retail exclusive (TREX) outside cartons by 2023
and TREX paper cartons will be responsibly sourced with FSC-certified board by 2025.

The removal of film wrapping alone will eliminate an estimated 54,000 kilograms of plastic waste the equivalent of
5.4 million plastic water bottles (see story).

In March, French cosmetics brand L'Occitane en Provence surpassed its biodiversity objective set in 2016 that aimed
to protect 1,000 varieties and species by 2025, a feat achieved as the result of maintaining its dedication to the
preservation of biodiversity.

The brand also credits strengthening its relationships and fair trade with its partners and suppliers of its  natural raw
materials.

As of 2021, the cosmetics brand has succeeded in protecting and promoting 1,149 varieties and 513 disparate
species of plants. Now that the objective has been met, the brand is seeking out a new and even more ambitious goal
to be reached by 2025 (see story).
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